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Outline of today’s talk

§ Definitions relevant to Natural Experiments
§ Overview of Common Methods w/ Examples
§ Pragmatic Motivating Example: CRISP Study
§ Recent Developments w/ Time-varying Start Times
§ Future Potential in Natural Experiments
§ Checklist when designing an analysis for a Natural Experiment



Context



Randomized Trials



Realistic view of most scientific studies



Definition of Natural Experiments

§ Any event not under the 
control of a researcher that 
divides the population into 
exposed (”intervention”) 
and unexposed (“control”) 
groups.

EVENT

Source: Craig, Peter, et al. "Using natural experiments to evaluate population health interventions: new 
Medical Research Council guidance." J Epidemiol Community Health 66.12 (2012): 1182-1186.



How to determine if it’s a Natural Experiment?
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Source: Wharam F. What are Natural Experiments and Why Should we Study Them? 
https://www.uclahealth.org/sites/default/files/documents/Final%20Frank%20Day%202%20slides.pptx



Natural Experiments: Difference-in-differences

Figure Source: https://rpubs.com/Thomas_Buddemberg/930519

Intervention Start



Difference-in-differences Examples



Natural Experiments: Interrupted time series

Source: Turner, S.L., et al. Comparison of six statistical methods for interrupted time series studies: empirical 
evaluation of 190 published series. BMC Med Res Methodol 21, 134 (2021). 



Interrupted time series Examples



Natural Experiments: Synthetic controls

Figure Source: https://medium.com/@chyun55555/synthetic-control-method-for-causal-inference-basics-
with-simple-mathematics-c61fc42fd472
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Synthetic controls Examples



Natural Experiments: Instrumental Variables
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OutcomeIntervention

Instrument



Instrumental Variables Examples
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Just the tip of the iceberg… 



Motivation

§ Recognized impact of social risk on person health
§ Examples: food, housing, transportation insecurity

§ Calls for health care based social needs assessment
§ Screening tools incorporated into EHR platforms

Will the EHR tools be used? 
Are there interventions to help promote tool adoption?



Simple Natural Experiment I

§ 1 clinic receives support to increase SDH screening
§ 1 clinic does not

§ Support begins on a known date t
§ SDH screening data before and after t for both clinics

Does the support affect a change?



Controlled Pre/Post Design
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Comparative Interrupted Time Series
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Simple Natural Experiment II

§ A new state program incentivizes SDH screening
§ All clinics must enroll, have 18 months to do so
§ Each clinic enrolls at different time
§ Clinics not yet enrolled act as controls

Does the new state program increase SDH screening?



Multiple Baseline Comparison

Image from: Hawkins et.al The Multiple Baseline Design for Evaluating Population-based Research. AJPM 2007.
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Free-range Organic All Natural Experiment

§ 2 interventions aimed to improve clinics’ SDH screening
§ 26 clinics received implementation support (ASCEND)
§ 13 clinics received monetary incentives (AHC)
§ 7 of these clinics received both (Dual)
§ Large pool of potential control clinics 

Did either intervention work, independently or in combination?
CRIS

P



AHC only
$ incentive
Low support

ASCEND only
No $ incentive
High support

AHC + ASCEND 
$ incentive
High support

Controls
No $ incentive
No support

CRISP Aims



Controlled Pre/Post Design
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CRISP Additional Detail

§ Monthly data, March 2018- April 2023
§ 1st intervention start date September 2018
§ 13th (last) intervention start date February 2021

§ The 7 dual clinics each have two distinct start dates
§ From 75 to 608 days apart
§ 3 began with AHC, 4 began with ASCEND



Did either intervention work, independently?

§ Did implementation support yield effect? (ASCEND SW-CRT): 
§ Gold R, et.al. Implementation Support for a Social Risk Screening and 

Referral Process in Community Health Centers. New England Journal of 
Medicine Catalyst Innovations in Care Delivery. 2023.

§ Did monetary incentives yield effect? (AHC Natural Experiment):

Not yet treated 
act as controls

Multiple Baseline 
Comparison



Was any intervention better than none?

§ Match control clinics using 6-month baseline summaries:
§ SDH screening rate
§ Total encounters, distinct patients
§ % age 18+, female, Hispanic, non-Hispanic Black, non-English 

preferring, public insurance, uninsured
§ Expansion state, FQHC, years active at study start, rurality, onsite 

social services, primary care

Time

Y

If all intervention clinics having same intervention start date 



CRISP it’s free-range organic all natural!!!

Time

Y

Difference in Differences (DiD) = (Slope2 – Slope2) – (Slope1 - Slope1) ???

any intervention vs. none



Callaway & Sant’Anna



Callaway & Sant’Anna DiD Estimator

Time

Y

A difference-in-differences will be estimated at 
each group-time combination (13 in CRISP).

These DiD can then be aggregated into a single 
average treatment effect.



Was dual intervention better than single intervention?

§ Duals vs. AHC-only
§ Subset Duals to clinics receiving AHC first
§ Pre-period: monetary incentives
§ Post-period: additional implementation support

§ Duals vs. ASCEND-only:
§ Subset Duals to clinics receiving ASCEND first
§ Pre-period: implementation support
§ Post-period: additional monetary incentives



Future Potential in Natural Experiments

§ Natural experiments can be strengthened by the inclusion of 
additional features and data sources

Falsification 
and Placebo 

Tests



Future Potential in Natural Experiments

§ Increasing the role of qualitative approaches 



“The goal of target trial emulation is to avoid making fundamental errors that 
can result in erroneous causal conclusions.”

• How would an observational study be conducted if it were an RCT?

• Recall: RCTs remain the gold standard study design for causal inference

• Pro: By design, treatment and outcomes not confounded, through randomization of treatment

• Pro: Time 0 for follow-up clearly defined by study protocols

• Con: Not always practical/feasible/ethical

• Con: Strict inclusion/exclusion criteria and intent-to-treat analysis may limit real-world 
generalizability

• Pragmatic trials focus on informing real-world practice, though at some potential costs to 
internal validity

• Target trial emulation helps to rigorously define goals of observational study

• Necessarily emulating pragmatic rather than fully explanatory trials

Future Potential in Natural Experiments: 
Target Trials



Target Trial Emulation: Traction



Target Trial Emulation: Example



TTE as a 2-step process:
1. Articulate causal question in form of protocol of a hypothetical randomized trial 

that would provide the answer

• Eligibility criteria

• Treatment strategies

• Treatment assignment

• Start and end of follow-up

• Outcomes

• Causal contrasts

2. Explicitly emulate components of protocol using observational data

• Potential confounders for adjustment?

• Take care with (mis)alignment of exposure, assignment, follow-up times

• See: Hernán et al. (2016) – Specifying a target trial prevents immortal time bias and other self-inflicted 
injuries in observational analyses

1

2

TTE as a 2-step process

Target Trial Emulation: Steps



Steps for setting up Natural Experiment 
Analyses
1. Identify the event and conceptualize the potential causal 

pathway from the event to your health outcome of interest
2. Identify and define intervention and control groups
3. Identify your research design (e.g. Diff-in-diff, etc.)
4. Collect as many covariates as possible and check between 

group differences
5. Assess pre-intervention parallel trends (if applicable)
6. Perform a power analysis
7. Run your natural experiment method and interpret
8. Perform all your planned sensitivity analyses 



Conclusion
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Thank you!!!
Miguel Marino : marinom@ohsu.edu    Twitter: @MmMiguelmM
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For more information, please visit: www.primerlab.org
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